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presence of a person , an attendant rather than a
witnesses to an experience and participants the

communication since, with the exception of certain forms of poetry , it remains at best an
abstraction, at odds with the immediate affectivity of sensate, visceral experience.

and recollection-that

means, precisely, a 'sounding,' a 'saying throug
with analytical and empirical tools. 4 Hamilton's

contingent noises from the exterior is an intermittent and barely audible recording of a
voice attempting to speak. Although these articulations are virtually unintelligible, a certain

an old book . In singeing the printed letters, he or she causes coils of smoke , languorous

eddies is a small metal table and stool where a seated figure meticulously erases the text of

to resemble an endlessly surging ground, an oceanic topography. Floating on its swelling

hair. Stitched together in slowly undulating, often interrupted, swirls this epic "hide" starts

discernible . Entering tropos, the viewer traverses a floor covered with a vast pelt of animal

humanity.

intimations, intimations which if inimical to rea

seizure or proof. There are values and energies

the building, though the outer world is no longer revealed to sight. Woven into the

level of communication and, above all, traces of the desire to communicate , are nonetheless

and environmental. In Real Presences, George
human spirit is to explore possibilities of meani

floor gently, if irregularly, graded. Light as well as sound still penetrates the membrane of

natural, is a major source of many contemporary

clearly revealed yet .subtle changes have been made to its surfaces. The window panes have
been modified by the substitution of translucent for transparent glass,. and the concrete

material , and, more particularly, with organic
the living world, and more particularly, the dear

affirming the continuity of the skin enclosing the structure . The fabric of this building is

in character. By means of such tending the vie

nurturing, tending requires an engaged attentive

In tropos, as in many of her previous works, Hamilton binds the site into a unity by

2

which continues to resonate at the level of share

our consciousness."

feeling of collectivity that derives from the "ma

satisfaction in touching things ." 3 Through such

towards the source of light . It is, however, perhaps equally appropriate to recall Nathalie
Sarraute's adoption of this term for her celebrated book of the same name in which she

community that develops out of that [mode of

definite manner towards stimuli , exemplified in the behavior of plants when they bend

charts "interior movements that precede and prepare our words and actions, at the limits of

is the product of substantial amounts of hand la
Hamilton's practice and philosophy. "There's a

which may be defined as a natural inborn inclination, an innate tendency to react in a

which in tum implies being well grounded. That

works . tropos , Hamilton ' s title for the Dia installation, relates to the concept of tropism,

the principal tools for apprehending these

is, a kind of understanding based in memory and past experience

that bypasses or even precedes intellection-are

Sensing through the feet, so central to this work

environments they provoke both strong somatic responses and wide-ranging metaphorical
associations that , together , weave a nexus of layered, nondiscursive meanings . Recognition

in the change s in the light over the course of th
evolving character of the exhibition during the

Over the past decade , Hamilton has made numerous installations. Complexly structured

that ensues is set against an awareness of the pa

is structured so that each component is meanin
element s and to the context at large, and not as

Such knowledge comes as much through the body and the senses as through the mind .

somatic, carnal impact being far richer than can

Consequently, she views verbal language as a deeply limited or flawed vehicle for

Recourse to language to describe what is there i

Experience , for Hamilton, leads to knowledge, or, more precisely, to a form of

silhouettes in the muted light , to waft upwards t

knowledge which is offar greater value and significance than mere codified inform ation.

related thought, "you feel through your body, you take in the world through your skin ."'

"You have to trust the things you can't name," Ann Hamilton contends , adding, in a

tropos, 1993
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